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First published by GroundUp. In July 2018 Emalahleni Local Municipality gave MBS Civils JV Cudjor Quantity Surveying CC an R11-million tender to rehabilitate the sportsfield and build a stadium in ...

Questions mount as Indwe’s R11-million stadium remains unfinished and abandoned
Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Cameron Webb will talk with The Commercial Appeal to answer questions about the efficacy and safety of COVID-19 vaccines.

Dr. Fauci taking COVID-19 vaccine questions from The CA's readers. Here's how to ask one
They boast about how often they survey customers ... You want the questions to be consistent from one interview to the next. That’s where a script can be helpful. I often keep interviews ...

Customer Interviews for CX: How to Conduct Interviews & How They Can Make a Difference
Two in five Australians admit to lying in a job interview and private sector professionals are especially loose with the truth.

Workers most likely to lie in a job interview, SEEK reveals
The first thing to realize is that you’ve already started to answer this ... According to a 2021 survey, this old standby is still one of the most popular interview questions, with 51% of ...

The 5 Crucial Interview Questions Of 2021 (And How To Answer Them)
University of Minnesota Professor Jodi Dworkin speaks to how screen time usage has changed, provides advice for parents, and the importance of screen-free time for families.

Talking limiting screen time with U of M
More than half (58%) of prospective recruiters pointed out that an untidy room in the background could cost a candidate the job. While more than two-thirds (67%) thought jobseekers don’t put enough ...

Zoom call interview mistakes costing jobseekers opportunities
Some experts say the thank-you email after an interview is as important as ... come back to you without being too pushy. Offer to answer questions to give the employer an opportunity to clear ...

How to Write a Thank-You Email After a Job Interview
Give this survey to several adults, record their answers, and summarize the results. Interview-Develop a list of interview questions that relate to student loan forgiveness. Interview an adult and ...

Lesson Plan: Should the government forgive federal student loan debt?
A group of leading shipping industry bodies has launched a new year-long survey addressing quality and quantity issues around bunkering. The survey has two separate questions, to be submitted ...

Shipping Industry Bodies Launch Year-Long Fuel Oil Survey
The International Maritime Organisation’s 2020 global sulphur limit for marine fuel oil has been in force for more than a year. BIMCO, The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), INTERCARGO and ...

BIMCO, ICS, INTERCARGO and INTERTANKO launch new fuel oil survey
Job seekers can tune in to a free workshop on interview skills put on ... your desired salary How to interpret and answer the most common interview questions Strategies for following up after ...

Job hunting? Get some help with interview skills at a virtual workshop through the Jefferson library
This decline was offset in part by consumers' ongoing optimism toward home-selling conditions, which continued its significant rise from this time last year and has nearly returned to its pre-pandemic ...

HPSI Dips as Consumers' Pessimism Toward Homebuying Conditions Sets Survey Record
The survey, conducted from March 10 to 24, mapped more than 36,000 acres of seafloor — at depths of up to 3,000 feet, and about 12 miles offshore from the Palos Verdes Peninsula and eight ...

Thousands of barrels of what could be DDT discovered in survey off Palos Verdes Peninsula
District officials have not explained publicly how the decision was made or why the board of trustees' approval was initially sought if it is not required, as administrators now say.

Natrona County School District officials decline to answer questions about mask decision
Francis Collins, director of the National Institutes of Health, tells Agri-Pulse he’s concerned that rural regions could be hit with a new surge of COVID-19 cases this fall if vaccinations continue to ...

NIH chief worries rural areas could see fall COVID surge
Republican state Rep. Scott McKnight, a conservative 40-year-old Baton Rouge businessman, was torn over the proposal in the Louisiana Legislature to legalize marijuana for recreational use.

Marijuana legalization in Louisiana gets boost from public support: 'The tide is changing'
The survey, conducted from March 10 to 24, mapped more than 36,000 acres of the seafloor in an area where scientists had previously discovered an accumulation of DDT.

More than 27,000 barrels of what could be DDT discovered off Palos Verdes Peninsula
Hello and welcome to Coronavirus Watch. This is reporter Adam Friedman. White House medical advisers Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Cameron Webb spoke with The Commercial Appeal Friday to ...

Dr. Fauci takes questions from Tennesseans
SINGAPORE, May 6, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Avado, the professional academy, has today unveiled research identifying a dramatically widening gap between business needs and people capabilities in a number ...
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